Excel in Facilities Management with Buildfolio
Our exemplary track record speaks for itself. Join the many prestigious properties that are now using
Buildfolio and experience the unrivalled benefits of simplicity, efficiency and cost savings.
Buildfolio is Designed for Every Property in Your Portfolio
SCHOOLS
With an emphasis on maximising assets and budgets while ensuring the safety of their students, schools
trust Buildfolio to provide the best solution for their facilities management needs.
HOSPITALS
Committed to maintain a safe and efficient environment to deliver outstanding patient care, hospitals
can rely on Buildfolio to help optimise their resources and ensure their facilities remain compliant with
all regulatory requirements.
COMMERCIAL / RETAIL
Premium properties with first-rate tenants demand the best in facilities management. Buildfolio is the
proven solution that offers best-in-class features and streamlined efficiency for optimal returns on
investments.

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF BUILDFOLIO’S
SUPERIOR FEATURES
TODAY!

OPTIMISING
SERVICES,
MAXIMISING
INVESTMENTS

Call us at
(65) 6841 6030 or
Email
buildfolio@sqlview.com or
Submit an online enquiry at www.
sqlview.com/enquiry
or by scanning the image below
with a QR code reader

Robertson Quay

Commercial & Retail
SQL VIEW PTE LTD
60, Kaki Bukit Place, #03-19, Eunos Tech Park Singapore 415979
T: (65) 6841 6030 F: (65) 6841 2757 E: info@sqlview.com
www.sqlview.com

Buildfolio – The Proven Software
Solution to Optimise Facilities
Management Efficiency
In today’s highly competitive economy, commercial and retail
building owners and operators are hard pressed to maintain
optimal operational consistency with timely, quality service –
all while keeping costs at an affordable level. To strengthen
their competitive edge and maximise returns to investors,
operators are seeking proven solutions to improve efficiency
and achieve great tenants and guests’ experiences.

TRUSTED BY PREMIUM PROPERTIES IN THE REGION
Across the region, Buildfolio is fast becoming the preferred solution
for premium properties including the Marina Bay Financial Centre
in Singapore, Central Building in Hanoi and Gaysorn Shopping
Centre in Bangkok.

Buildfolio by SQL View is the state-of-the-art facilities
management software solution that’s trusted by premium
properties in the region. Highly comprehensive, innovative
and user-friendly, Buildfolio delivers exceptional functionality
and benefits to meet every aspect of your facility management
needs. Its modular structure also allows you the flexibility of
deploying only the functions that you need.
One of the main modules that Buildfolio offers is the asset
management module which ensures key facilities and
assets are identified, maintained and provided with record
performance history. The work order management module,
on the other hand, generates corrective and preventive work
orders to ensure tasks are performed in a timely manner
by qualified personnel with the right skills and approved
methods. With this, managers are well equipped with timely
knowledge to make informed decisions and improve financial
control. Customer satisfaction is also markedly enhanced
with Buildfolio’s SMS escalation feature which notifies an
immediate supervisor when a work order has not been
fulfilled within the desired service level.
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BUILDFOLIO COMPRISES
CORE MODULES
To serve every aspect of
your facility management needs

Scan here to view our
full list of products

“The results speak for themselves.
Our customer service and response
time have vastly improved since
our organisation implemented
Buildfolio!”

Why Buildfolio for
Your Commercial and
Retail Properties?
•

Streamline, improve and enforce operating
processes to manage your organisation’s policies,
work orders and budget tracking with our work
order management and purchase requisition
modules. These have been deployed effectively by
our best clients to maximise returns on investments
and attract premium tenants.

•

Increase efficiency with fully automated processes
to track work orders and record information directly
to the system; saving labour costs and time, and
freeing employees to focus on other critical
business matters. Our dynamic report writer also
ensures that all data are presented according to
your specifications, eliminating time consuming data
entry and report generation processes.

•

Extend the lifespan of physical assets and
reduce maintenance costs by using the work
order management module’s ability to schedule
preventive maintenance routines and inspections.

•

Take full advantage of warranties, Defect Liability
Periods (DLPs) and prevent unnecessary costs
by using the vendor/contract management module
to notify users via email before a warranty or DLP
expires.

Nyunt Win
Engineering Office

IMPROVING WORK PROCESSES ACROSS ALL LEVELS
WITH SUPERIOR USABILITY
Facility managers and technicians can access Buildfolio anytime,
anywhere using their mobile devices or computers. With SMS
functionality and the ability to operate in both on-line and off line
modes, Buildfolio can deliver real-time work progress statuses
accurately to managers and field workers, enabling them to
collaborate remotely and complete tasks efficiently. Buildfolio
is also extremely easy to use. Its “Wizard Mode” helps users
without prior training raise work orders with simple step by step
instructions, allowing anyone to reap the innovative benefits of
Buildfolio quickly and easily.

FACILITATING INFORMED DECISION-MAKING WITH
DYNAMIC, COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS
Equipped with a dynamic report writer and an Enterprise
Information System (EIS), Buildfolio provides a comprehensive
reporting solution that offers managers a convenient crosssectional view of their properties’ performance, without having
to sieve through piles of different documents. Based on your
specifications, the EIS will extract qualitative and quantitative
information from Buildfolio’s extensive modules and compile
them into tabulated reports and graphic charts. Data will then be
grouped, aggregated, arranged, consolidated, printed or saved to
a central repository in Microsoft and Adobe PDF formats for your
easy reference.

Work Order
Management
Create a streamlined,
standardised workflow process
while minimising manual tasks.
Easily track SLAs and costs to
ensure KPIs are met.

Asset
Management
Gain real-time visibility into
your asset base, identify
potential hazards, extend
the lifespan of assets and
minimise failures.

Document
Management
Improve security and control
over document distribution,
preserve capital organisational
knowledge and improve
document storage with digital
archiving.

Vendor / Contract
Management
Save time and money with
quick access to vendor-related
information, allowing for
visibility into contract life cycles
and risk exposure reports.

Inventory
Management
Monitor and plan inventory
requisition budgets, then
track inventory usage and
consumption to prevent
unnecessary loss and expiration
of stock.

Charge
Management
Take charge of your properties’
financial performance. Ensure
bills are correctly issued and
minimise mistakes from work
orders being overlooked.

Purchase Requisition/
Budget Management
Simplify and streamline the
entire purchase requisition
process with auto-tracking
of purchases and tender
agreements, ensuring all
approvals are routed to the
correct party.

